FUNCTIONAL.
CUSTOM-MADE.
ANTI-BACTERIAL.
HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS FROM LISTA

making workspace work

SMART ASSISTANCE:
LISTA SOLUTIONS FOR HEALTHCARE AND MEDICINE
Anyone working in the medical field will be well aware of the high demands of this sector.
Consistently excellent performance is an absolute necessity both personally and professionally,
whether in hospitals, medical practices or laboratory settings. The bar is set high when it
comes to efficiency and hygiene. It’s just as well that there are strong partners like LISTA: our
Healthcare Solutions offer customers from the pharmaceutical, healthcare and medical sectors
sophisticated solutions for efficient and hygienic logistics, from storage to the patient area. In
particular, we offer needs-based equipment options and surfaces with an anti-bacterial coating.

A end-to-end system for all applications

• optimally coordinated modules, from drawer cabinets and
medical device cabinets to storage lifts
• myriad combination and configuration options: stationary
vs. mobile versions, various locking solutions, worktops
also in e.g. stainless steel with a customer-specific finish,
etc.
• uniform look and feel for efficient working
• flexibly extendible and adaptable to future needs

Industry-specific functionality

• anti-bacterial coating to protect against bacteria and fungi
• suitable for use with ISO modular baskets
• easy to clean
• easy handling thanks to quiet drawers inc. partition
material and furniture castors
• extensive accessories for the optimal arrangement of
trolleys, storage facilities and workstations

Special and custom solutions for specific
requirements
• modification and adaptation options in terms
of equipment, dimensions and much more
• customised solutions and applications

Comprehensive expertise in guidance
and planning
• LISTA partners in your area
• longstanding product and industry expertise
• modern planning tools

LISTA HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS
LEADERS IN HOSPITAL, SURGERY, LABORATORY AND INDUSTRY SETTINGS
LISTA’s solutions for the healthcare sector are based on the
modular LISTA system, which allows components to be configured
and combined in a plethora of different ways. They comprise
modules such as the drawer cabinet, shelving, tables, storage lift
systems and sector-specific solutions like the medical device
cabinet. Thanks to its modular structure, the LISTA system can be
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flexibly adapted to individual spaces and requirements. At the
same time, our Healthcare Solutions have special features that fully
meet the needs of the sector. For instance, these include the
effortless integration of ISO modular baskets and, in particular, the
antibacterial surface coating.

End-to-end complete system

Free choice of colours

Myriad configuration options

Individual locking solutions

Wide range of accessories

10-year guarantee, including for
subsequent deliveries

www.lista.com

Antibacterial surface coating
Germs and the like stand no chance
Germs, especially multi-resistant pathogens, are among the
greatest sources of danger in healthcare. In Switzerland alone,
hundreds of thousands of people become infected in hospital
every year. Contact infections do not occur only due to person-to-person contagion, but also come via objects. Antibacterial
coatings make a significant contribution towards preventing the
spread of infection by rendering pathogens like bacteria and
fungi harmless.
LISTA Healthcare Solutions come with an anti-bacterial silver-ion
coating that kills a wide range of dangerous pathogens, thus
contributing towards effective protection against infection. The
ionised finish enables long-lasting effectiveness and alters neither the mechanical properties nor the appearance of the coated
surfaces. What this means: You get a LISTA product of the usual
high quality, with a lasting protective effect on top.

Bacterium

Moisture

Silver-ion substrate

The silver ion finds its way to the bacteria via the moisture and
deactivates it.

Bacterial growth rate

Suppression of the bacterial growth rate

Time
Antibacterially treated surface
Untreated
Cleaning/disinfection

www.lista.com
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MAKES HARD WORK EASIER
THE LISTA MEDICAL DEVICE CABINET
With sector-specific standard equipment and a plethora of
additional equipment options, the LISTA medical device cabinet
helps to make hospital processes safer and more efficient. This
takes some of the pressure off hospital staff. Various locking
solutions and the antibacterial coating enable reliable protection.

The contents are visible from the outside
and easy to reach,
thanks to doors with large viewing windows and a
270° opening angle

Compatible with ISO modular baskets in all
versions
grey/transparent, with lengthwise and crosswise
dividers and cardholders – for clear storage of
medication and materials
Flexible 3-in-1 modular storage
Horizontal, inclined or extended and tilted,
as required, optionally with a stop function

Safe and ergonomic handling for different body
heights
thanks to four end-to-end handles integrated into
the housing

Hygienic and easy to clean
thanks to the flat design and scratch-resistant
powder coating

Easy and safe to manoeuvre
on four 75 mm-diameter swivel castors, two of
which have a locking brake. Illustration incl. optional
ESD castors.

Antibacterial silver-ion coating
for effective combating of bacteria and fungi

Protection and softening of impact in case of
collisions
with bump stops at the four corners
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ESD-specification castors
anti-static and quiet thanks to 100 mm diameter
design

Various locking solutions
RFID Lock
particularly secure radio locking with RFID badge,
or with numerical code
CODE Lock
electrical locking with numerical code
KEY Lock
classic locking with a key, available as keyed alike,
separately lockable or a master key system

Compatible with conventional ISO modular
baskets measuring
400 × 600 mm with heights of 50, 100 and 200 mm

Free choice of colours
12 standard colours to choose from for the doors,
with any other colour or colour combination
(housing/doors) possible at a surcharge, even with
an antibacterial coating
www.lista.com
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SAVES SPACE AND ENSURES SECURITY
THE LISTA LIFT S
Taking up less than 3 m2 floor space, the LISTA Lift S represents an
efficient and ergonomic storage solution for medication and more –
all while maintaining optimum security. The space-saving system
reliably assists compact, clear storage of large quantities of material.
Short transport distances and easy access enable rapid removal
and demonstrably reduce the error rate.

Optimum use of space
up to 25,000 kg cargo load at only 1.6 m deep and up
to 7 m high

Ease of use
thanks to the integrated touchscreen user interface
and visual aids such as LED strips or laser pointers

Outstanding safety features
Self-centering, steel-reinforced belt system, acknowledge button, emergency off switch and more

Comprehensive support accessories
for custom division and adaptation based on the
stored goods
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Individual access control system
for additional protection against unauthorised access
and even better inventory control
www.lista.com

TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS
LISTA WORKTABLES AND WORKTOPS

LISTA worktables come in different dimensions and designs. Frames
and countertops can be freely combined, thus allowing a plethora
of custom solutions. Suitable castors transform stationary tables
into mobile workstations. Height-adjustable frames are also
available for extra ergonomic comfort.

Worktops in comparison
Resin top
• 0.8 mm resin coating
• suitable for laboratories and examination rooms with normal
requirements
• easy to clean
• resistant to chemicals and solvents
Eterlux top
• 3 mm resin coating
• suitable for laboratories and examination rooms with more
exacting requirements
• easy to clean
• slightly impact-resistant
• resistant to chemicals and solvents
Chrome steel top
• fully enclosed top with chrome steel coating
• suitable for environments with the very highest
requirements
- hygiene
- resistance to chemicals, solvents and acids
Cast resin top
• seamless cast resin coating
• prevents the formation of bacterial colonies
• suitable for environments with the very highest requirements
- hygiene
- impact- and scratch-resistant
- resistance to chemicals, solvents and acids

www.lista.com
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LISTA SOLUTIONS FOR MEDICAL PRACTICES
AND HOSPITALS, LABORATORIES AND INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES WORLDWIDE
Healthcare Solutions from LISTA are used all over the world:
well-known customers and facilities in the healthcare, medical and
pharmaceutical sector rely on a day-to-day basis on industryspecific solutions from one of the world’s leading systems for
storage and operating facilities.
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If you’re interested in our products and services, we’d be happy to
help. We draw upon our many years of industry expertise to provide
you with targeted advice and planning guidance, all the way from
installation through to after-sales support.

www.lista.com

www.lista.com
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